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We consider a nearest neighbor exclusion process on Z with generator G ~ = Gs + ego, where 
Gs and G~ denote the generators of a symmetric and a totally asymmetric exclusion process, 
respectively. The parameter e characterizes the strength of asymmetry. 
In the limit as e -* 0, we derive the law of large numbers for the associated "density field" in 
macroscopic space-time coordinates (corresponding to a space-time r scaling of the form x -~ x~ e, 
t ~ t/e2). The limiting deterministic dynamics i characterized asa solution of Burger's equation 
with viscosity. Furthermore, propagation of chaos is proven to hold in the macroscopic regime. 
Our approach is based on a non-linear transformation f the exclusion process which leads to 
a stochastic equation with a linear drift term. 
interacting particle systems * exclusion processes * law of large numbers * Burger's equation * 
propagation of chaos * local equilibrium 
1. Introduction 
Exclusion processes on the integer lattice 7/describe the time evolution of interacting 
particle systems uch that each site of 7/is occupied by at most one particle. Roughly 
speaking, each particle performs a random walk on 7/ and interacts with other 
particles via the exclusion rule: jumps to occupied sites are suppressed. We will 
call such a process weakly asymmetric, if the joint transition law of the underlying 
random walks depends on a small parameter characterizing the strength of its spatial 
asymmetry. (For precise definitions ee Section 2.) 
In a recent paper [4], A. De Masi, E. Presutti and E. Scacciatelli consider the 
weakly asymmetric nearest neighbor exclusion process. As a main result, the authors 
prove propagation of chaos by exploiting the BBGKY hierarchy for the correlation 
functions (moment measures). Relying on this, they derive the law of large numbers 
for the "density field" (i.e. the spatial particle distribution) in "macroscopic" 
space-time coordinates. The limiting deterministic equation appears to be Burger's 
equation with viscosity. 
In the present paper we offer an alternative approach to attack these problems. 
Our method allows to derive the law of large numbers in a relatively simple way 
without using any information about propagation of chaos. It is well-known that 
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Burger's equation with viscosity (which is a non-linear partial differential equation) 
may be solved by reducing it to a linear diffusion equation via a certain non-linear 
transformation. Our key idea consists in performing an analogous transformation 
for the exclusion process. It turns out that this leads to a stochastic differential 
equation with a linear drift operator which is the discrete analogon of the diffusion 
operator in the above mentioned equation. Because of this, the law of large numbers 
for the transformed process may be proven by standard methods. An application 
of the backward transformation then yields the law of large numbers for the original 
exclusion dynamics (for details see Section 3). 
Performing an other non-linear transformation of the exclusion process similar 
to that considered above, we can also achieve that the BBGKY hierarchy decouples. 
As we will see, the equation for the r-th correlation function of the so-obtained 
process is governed by the generator of the "spatially reversed" r-particle xclusion 
dynamics (i.e. the adjoint generator of the original dynamics). Hence our situation 
is close to that of a symmetric exclusion process, where the exclusion dynamics 
itself has the mentioned properties (see De Masi et al. [3]). This fact allows to 
derive propagation of chaos for the original process from propagation o f  chaos for 
the transformed process and from the law of large numbers. 
In comparison with [4], our approach has some advantages as well as some 
disadvantages. The most unsatisfactory disadvantage is that it works only for the 
considered exclusion model and some of its extensions (e.g. processes with "macros- 
copically" varying asymmetry). On the other hand, because of its simplicity, our 
method allows to get quite detailed results also in some more subtle situations, e.g. 
for weakly asymmetric multi-type xclusion processes with particles of different 
type segregated by moving boundaries. 
Our approach is also well-adapted to the study of fluctuations of the "density 
field" around the solution of Burger's equation (in preparation). It allows to avoid 
some subtle problems arising in the framework of correlation functions. Roughly 
speaking, the method of correlation functions consists in expanding these functions 
in a perturbation series with respect to that of the symmetric exclusion process (for 
which the BBGKY hierarchy decouples). As it was pointed out in [4], the behavior 
of this series can be controlled only in a "mesoscopic" time interval, and one must 
be able to iterate this perturbation procedure to get "macroscopic" results. This is 
what has been done by De Masi et al. [4] to obtain propagation of chaos, i.e. the 
zeroth order approximation for the correlation functions. To study fluctuations, one 
must show that the iteration scheme preserves also the structure of first order 
approximations. Concerning these problems, we also refer to Dittrich [5], where 
for a model of chemical reactions fluctuations have been studied by perturbation 
series techniques. 
Concerning the theory of exclusion processes and related topics, the reader is 
referred to the monograph by Liggett [9], the surveys by De Masi et al. [3] and 
Presutti [10], and the literature cited therein. Basic results on the law of large 
numbers and local equilibrium have been obtained for the symmetric exclusion 
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process by De Masi, Ferrari, Ianiro and Presutti (see [3]) and for the totally 
asymmetric exclusion process by Rost [11]. We also mention the investigation of 
such questions for the zero-range process by Andjel and Kipnis [2]. For more recent 
developments we refer to the survey [10]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the basic notation 
and state the main results. The Sections 3 and 4 are devoted, respectively, to the 
derivation of the law of large numbers and propagation of chaos for initial configur- 
ations with "macroscopically" bounded support. In Section 5 we remove the restric- 
tion on the support. The Appendix contains some more or less known material 
concerning weakly asymmetric random walks and exclusion processes with a fixed 
finite number of particles. 
2. Definitions and main results 
In the following all random objects are supposed to be defined on a joint 
probability space. By P and E we will denote the associated probability measure 
and expectation, respectively. 
We denote by (~'~) an asymmetric simple exclusion process on the one-dimensional 
integer lattice Z, where e is a positive parameter characterizing the strength of 
asymmetry. More precisely, (~'~) is a right-continuous jump Markov process on the 
state space O := {0, 1} z endowed with the product opology. Its generator has the form 
G ~ := Gs+eG-~, 
where Gs := ½ [G~ + G~ +] is the generator of a symmetric exclusion process and G~ 
(G:)  denotes the generator of a totally asymmetric exclusion dynamics with jumps 
to the left (right) (cf. e.g. Liggett [9, Chapter 8]). The generators Ga ~ act on cylinder 
functions f according to 
G~f(~) := Z [f(~'~-~±,)-f(~')], ~'e/2. 
x~Z 
Here g'x-,y denotes the configuration which is obtained from ~" by a jump of a particle 
at site x to site y provided that x is occupied and y is free: if ~'(x) = 1 and ~'(y) = 0, 
then 
~(z) fo rz¢x ,y ,  
~,,_.y (z) := ~0 for z = x, 
ll for z =y;  
otherwise gx-.y := ~. According to our definition, (~7) "prefers" jumps to the left. 
Notice that (~)  defined by ~(x) := 1 -~(x)  is an asymmetric simple exclusion 
process with generator G~ := Gs + eG+~ which "prefers" jumps to the right. 
Let (X~) denote the measure-valuedprocess ("density field") associated with (~)  
which is obtained after a space-time rescaling of the form x ~ x/e, t ~ t~ e2: 
E 2 X :=e Z 
x~Z 
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where 8y denotes the Dirac measure at point y. We consider (X~) as a process with 
values in Ag+, the space of non-negative locally finite measures on R. We furnish 
Ag+ with the vague topology which makes it into a Polish space (cf. e.g. the Appendix 
in Kallenberg [7]). Let ~k be the space of continuous real functions with compact 
support. Given/z ~ d/+ and ~0 ~ cgk, we denote by (/x, ~o) the integral of ~p with respect 
to tz. By P-~ we will indicate convergence in probability as e ~ 0 both for random 
variables with values in R and X/+. 
Given a piecewise continuous function u0: R~ [0, 1], let (u,) denote the unique 
bounded (classical) solution of Burger's equation with viscosity having initial datum 
UO: 
0 1 0 2 ~x 
-'~ut(x)- 2 0x2ut(x)+ [u,(x)(1-ut(x))], t>O, xea ,  
lim u,(x) = Uo(X) at all points of continuity of Uo. 
t~o 
(2.1) 
Clearly 0 ~< u,(x) <~ 1 for all t and x. (For existence and uniqueness see e.g. Lady2en- 
skaya et al. [8, Chapter 5, Theorem 8.1 and Remark 8.1], where the case of continuous 
Uo has been treated.) 
We are now ready to formulate the Law of Large Numbers. 
2.1. Theorem. Given a piecewise continuous function Uo:R->[0, 1], let (u,) be the 
solution of Burger's equation with initial datum Uo. Set Ut(dx) = u, ( x ) dx. Suppose that 
P 
X~) ~ Uo in A/l+. (2.2) 
Then for each T > O, 
P 
X,  ~ U, in~+ uniformlyint~[O, T]. (2.3) 
In (2.3) uniform convergence means that 
P( sup_ I(X7 ~) - (U , ,  q~)l > t~)~O as e-->O 
te [O,T ]  
(2.4) 
for all ~o ~ ~k and • > 0. 
Let N := {1, 2,. . .} be the set of natural numbers. Given e > 0 and r e NI, we define 
the r-th correlation function m ~'r of the process (~'~) by 
mt'r(x):=~- ~ ~(Xk), t>~O,x=(x1,...,Xr)E ~'r. 
k=l  
We abbreviate m ~ := m "'1 and set 
r r 
r~"(x) := I-I m~(xk)= 1~ Esr~(xk) • 
k=l  k=l  
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We further introduce the sets 
Z~, := {(Xl, • •.,  x,) e Z': x~ # xj for i #j}. 
Let [x] denote the integer part of x ~ ~. 
In the next two theorems we state two versions of Propagation of Chaos. 
2.2. Theorem. Suppose that 
lim sup 
E-~0 r r x~Z¢ca[- K / e,K / e ] 
for all r ~ N and K > O. Then 
lim sup 
~0 x~Z~ c~[-K/e,K/ t ]  ~ 
t~[t(e),T/e 2]
Img'r(x)- r~)'"(x)l=O (2.5) 
ImT'r(x)--~'r(x)l=O (2.6) 
for all rEN, K>0,  T>0 and all t(e) with 0<~ t (e )< T/e 2 and t(e)-->~x3 as e->O. 
I f  we assume in addition that 
lim sup Im~(x)-m~(y)l=o 
e~O x,y~Zc~[-K/e,K/e] 
Ix-/=1 
for all K > 0, then (2.6) will be valid for t(e) replaced by O. 
23. Theorem. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied. Then we have for all 
reN,  K>0,  and 0< TI< T:<oo, 
lim sup ] m~'r(x) - 
m 
e~0 x~Z,~ m[-K/~,~l~]"  I 
t~[ T1/ e2,T2/ e z] 
[ I  u,2,(exk) = O, 
k=l  
(2.7) 
where x k denotes the k-th component of x. 
It is well known (cf. e.g. Liggett [9, Chapter 8, Theorem 1.12]) that the family of 
extremal invariant probability measures of the "unperturbed" symmetric exclusion 
process (~o) coincides with {~,~; a ~ [0, 1]}, where v~ denotes the Bernoulli measure 
on O with density a: 
t , ,~(s r (x , )=. . .  =~' (x , )= l )=a r r~l~,(x,, ,x,)~Z" 
As a straightforward consequence of the last theorem we obtain the following Local 
Equilibrium Principle which is well known in hydrodynamics (of. De Masi et al. [3]). 
2.4. Corollary. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Then we 
have, for each t > 0 and x ~ R, 
.)-, 
in distribution on 1"2 as e--> O. 
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In the Sections 3 and 4 we will prove the Theorems 2.1-2.3 under the following 
additional assumption which will be removed in Section 5. 
Assumption (A). There exists a positive constant Ko such that 
X~(R\[-Ko, Ko])=0 a.s. 
for all e > O. 
In particular, this implies that the total number of particles N" is bounded from 
above by (2Ko+ e)/e almost surely. Notice that the exclusion dynamics preserves 
N e" 
3. The law of large numbers 
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.1 under Assumption (A). 
Together with the convergence X~ ~ Uo(X) dx, Assumption (A) implies that 
R u,(x)  dx<oo 
for t = 0 and, hence, also for t > 0. This allows us to reduce Burger's equation (2.1) 
to the linear diffusion equation 
0 1 192 t9 
--Vt(X)-- V,(X)+ V,(X), t>O,x~R,  (3.1) Ot 2 19X 2 ~XX 
via the transformation 
v,(x) := exp{-2 f f_oo u,(y) dy }. (3.2) 
The key idea now consists in performing a similar transformation for the particle 
system. For, instead of (sr~), we will consider the process (~7) defined by 
where 
r/~(x):=exp{-Y~E ~'~(Y)}, (3.3) 
y~ := log(1 +2e). 
Below we will show that, for this special choice of y', the process (rl~) satisfies a 
semimartingale equation with a linear "drift" term. To this end, we set 
f:(sr):=exp{-y~ Y ". ~'(y)}, x~Z, s r~,  (3.4) 
y~x 
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where, by convention, exp(-oo) = 0. A formal application of the generator G" yields 
Gf, = ½{fx-1 - 2(1 + e)f, +(1 + 2e)fx+,}, 
G[fx]2- 2f, • Gfx = 2e2[f~]2{sr(x)(1 - ~'(x + 1)) 
+(1 + 2e)-lsr(x + 1)(1- st(x))} 
= ½{[L-, - L ]z -  2(1 + e)[L-,-L][f~-fx+d 
+ (1 + 2e)[f, -f,+l]2}, (3.5) 
a[fx.fy]-fx'Gfy-fy'Gfx=O for x # y. 
Here we have used that 
e ±ve:¢x)- 1= (e+~'" - 1)~'(x); 
for convenience we have dropped the superscript e at G ~ and f~, and the argument 
in f~(~). The formulas (3.5) lead to the desired semimartingale equations: 
d~7 ~(x) 1 ~ = i{r/, (x -  1 ) -2(1 + e) r/~(x) + (1 + 2e) ~7~(x +1)} dt +dMt(x), 
(3.6) 
where M'(x), x ~ Z, are martingales with Mg(x) = 0 and joint variational processes 
(M~(x), M'(y)) given by 
d 
~-~(M" (x)), = 2e2['0 ~ (x)]2{~'~(x)(1 - sr~(x + 1)) 
+((1 + 2e)-l~'~(x + 1)(1 - sty(x))} (3.7) 
and 
d 
-d-](M'(x),M'(y)),=O for x ~y  (3.8) 
(cf. Jacod [6, Chapter 13, § 2]). To make the derivation of (3.6)-(3.8) rigorous, 
derive first the analogous semimartingale equations for the cylinder functions 
exp{-Y ~ ~-,~<y~<x ¢(Y)} instead of (3.4). Then, taking into account hat ¢~(z)= 0
a.s. for large negative z by Assumption (A) and that the total number of particles 
is conserved, pass to the limit as n-> ~. 
Because of our special choice of y~, the "drift" term in (3.6) is a linear difference 
operator and the "non-linearity" caused by the exclusion interaction is entirely 
contained in the martingale term (which is of order O(e) as e --> 0). Hence we are 
in essentially the same position as in the case of a symmetric exclusion process, 
where, instead of (r/~), the original process (¢~) itself has the mentioned properties. 
This motivates us to deduce Theorem 2.1 under Assumption (A) from the Law of 
Large Numbers for (r/~) stated in the next lemma. 
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3.1. Lemma. Let Assumption (A) be satisfied. Denote by (vt) the solution of the linear 
diffusion equation (3.1) with bounded continuous initial datum Vo, and suppose that 
rl;([x/e]) fy-> Vo(X) foreachx~R. (3.9) 
Then, for each T > O, 
2 n,l~ ([x/e]) f~-> v,(x) uniformly in (t ,x)~[0, T]xR.  (3.10) 
In (3.10) uniform convergence means that 
P( sup a)~o 
(t,x)~[O,T]xR 
as e -~ 0 for each 8 > 0. Instead of (3.10) it suffices to check that, for each x ~ R, 
e 2 ~q,l, ([xle]) P-'> vt(x) uniformlyin te l0 ,  T]. (3.11) 
That (3.11) implies (3.10) follows from the observation that both ~7~(x) and v,(x) 
are non-increasing in x. One has also to take into account Assumption (A), the 
conservation law for the particle number, and the uniform continuity of v on 
[0, T] x oo]. 
Under Assumption (A), the assertion of Theorem 2.1 is a rather straightforward 
consequence of Lemma 3.1 and (3.2). Indeed, Assumption (A) allows us to reduce 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 to the following assertion: 
I f  for t = O, 
X~((-~,x])~f( ut(y)dy foreachx~R, 
--00,X] 
then this convergence holds true for all t >i 0 uniformly on each bounded time interval. 
But this follows from Lemma 3.1 and relation (3.2), since 
~,~/~2([x/e]) = exp{-('>/~/e)X~((-oo, x])}, 
y~ -- 2e, and 0-~ Xt ((-oo, x]) <~ 2Ko+ e. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 3.1. To "solve" equation 
(3.6), we introduce the fundamental solution Pt(Y) of the associated ifference 
equation: 
0 
~tp~(y) l=-~{p,(y+l)-2(l+e)p~(y)+(l+2e)p~(yE - 1)}, 
p~(y)=8o(y). (3.12) 
In other words, p~(y-  x) is the transition probability function of a "weakly asym- 
metric" simple random walk (z~) on Z which "prefers" jumps to the right. 
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i.e. 
where 
Applying the product formula, we conclude from (3.6) and (3.12) that 
d~ ~ p~_s(y - x).q~(y) = ~., p~_~(y- x) dM~(y), 
Y Y 
E rl~(x) = Z P~(Y - x)rl;(Y) + M, (x), 
Y 
hT/~(x) := Z I /p~_~(y -x )dM~(y)  
Y 
(3.13) 
Here 
where 
Y 
<~2e 2 Zlp:(y)12ds. 
Y 
Together with Proposition A.1 ("A" refers to the Appendix) this yields 
el 7 ( x )l = = t (3.14) 
We have now collected all the ingredients for the proof of Lemma 3.1. From 
(3.13) and (3.14) we know that 
2 rl,/~ ( [x /e] ) -O~(x)  P'-~O forall t~>0andx~R,  
~9~(x):= Z "n" ; (Y -X ' ) r l~(Y /e )  . (3.16) 
y~eZ 
~'~(y-x)  := p~/ 2 (~-~)  
£ 2 denotes the transition probability function of the rescaled random walk (ez,/ , ) ,  
and x ~ := e[x/e]. Because of monotonicity and Assumption (A), the convergence 
e 2 in (3.9) is actually uniform in x ~ R. Together with the fact that (ez,/~) converges 
to a Gaussian diffusion as e ~ 0 (Proposition A.4(b)), this implies that 
t~(x) ~ l dy "n'*t(y - X)vo(y) for all t I> 0 and x ~ R, (3.17) 
d 
(3.15) 
IpT_,(y-x)l 2 d(M" (y)), 
and the sum of the stochastic integrals converges in the mean square. (To be precise, 
one should first consider ~lyl~n P~-s(y - x)rl~(y) and then pass to the limit as n ~ 0o. 
Thereby one must take into account the bound (3.14) below, ~y p~_s(y)= 1, and 
InT(y)[ 1.) Notice that M~(x) is not a martingale. But, because of (3.7) and (3.8), 
~:h4~(x) =0 and 
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where 7r*(y- x) denotes the transition probability density of the limiting diffusion 
having generator 
1 d E d 
2 dx  2 dx" 
The integral on the right of (3.17) coincides with the solution v,(x) of equation 
(3.1). Therefore, combining (3.15) with (3.17), we arrive at 
2 rl,/, ([x/e]) P--~ v,(x) for all t~>0andxrR.  
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.1, it remains to show that this convergence 
actually holds uniformly in t on each finite time interval. To this end, it will be 
enough to verify that 
lim limsup sup h-~P( sup 
h-~O e~O t>~O t<~u~t+h 
£" e 2 In./~([xl~])-n,/~ ([x/~])l> 8)=0 
(3.18) 
for all 8 >0 and x eR. The idea is now to prove (3.18) after a "smoothing" of 
rl~/,~([x/e]) (see (3.19) below). Denote by ~¢~, the subspace of CCk consisting of 
twice continuously differentiable functions with compact support. Define 
E 2 Yt := e ~ r/t/~ (y)8~y. 
y~2£ 
Applying the inequality ]nT(Y)- nT(x)l ~< 2ely- xl, we find that 
](Y~, ,p)- n,~/~([x/~])1 < 8/3 
for all sufficiently small e and all t i> 0 provided that ~ ~ c¢2 is chosen "close enough" 
to the 8-function at x. It therefore suffices to prove instead of (3.18) that 
lim limsup sup h-lP( sup ](Y~, ~)-(YT, ~)l> 8/3)=0 (3.19) 
h~O e~O t~O t<~u~t+h 
for all 8 > 0 and ¢ ~ c¢2. Fix ¢ ~ qg2 arbitrarily. From (3.6)-(3.9) we derive the 
equation 
d( Y~, ~p) = ( Y~, ~'~p) dt + e '/2 dM~(~) (3.20) 
where M'(q~) is a martingale with M~(q~)= 0 and 
d 
~(M (~)),~<2e E ~2(ey), 
y~Z 
1 
.~'~tp (y):= ~e2 {~p(y + e) -2(1 + e)q~(y) + (1 + 2e)q~(y-e)}. 
Observe that (d/dt)(M'(~))~ and ~(y)  remain bounded as e ~ 0 uniformly in t 
and y, respectively. Taking this into account, assertion (3.19) now follows from 
(3.20) by an application of Doob's martingale inequality. 
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3.2. Remark. The methods developed in this section are also applicable for exclusion 
processes with generator G '= G~ + eG + "preferring" jumps to the right. The only 
distinction is that one has to consider the process 
~lt(X) :=exp{-Y~ y~x ~(Y) } 
instead of (3.3). 
4. Propagation of chaos 
This section is devoted to the proofs of the Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 under Assumption 
(A). 
In the symmetric case (e = 0) the BBGKY hierarchy for the correlation functions 
m~'r(x) splits into separate quations for each r, and the evolution equation for the 
r-th correlation function is governed by the generator of an r-particle exclusion 
process. This fact allows to prove Propagation of Chaos by observing that in the 
"macroscopic" space-time scale ( t --> t~ e 2, x --> x~ e) the r-particle xclusion system 
is very close to the associated system of r independent symmetric random walks 
(cf. Section 3.2 in De Masi et al. [3] and Proposition A.6 below). Of course, for 
weakly asymmetric exclusion processes the BBGKY hierarchy cannot be decoupled. 
But nevertheless we can proceed in a similar way as in the symmetric ase by 
showing that the "BBGKY hierarchy" of the transformed process 
:=  
decouples. Applying the Law of Large Numbers for (r/7) (Lemma 3.1) or a similar 
statement, this will then allow us to derive Propagation of Chaos for (~'7) from the 
analogous property of (s¢~). 
To carry out this program, we define for each e > 0 the "correlation functions" 
of (~)  by 
nV(x):=F IrI IrI 
k=l  k=l  
r~N, x=(x l , . . . ,X r )~Z r, and set 
nV(x):-- H nT(xk), 
k=l  
where n" := n ~'1. The main results of this section are contained in the following two 
lemmas. 
4.1. Lemma. Let Assumption (A) be satisfied. Suppose that for each re •, 
lim sup In~'r(x)-~'r(x)]=O. 
e--,O x~Z~ 
(4.1) 
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Then, for all r~N, T>0, and 0<~ t(e)< Tie 2 with t(e)-->oo as e-->0, 
lim sup InT, r(x)-~7"r(x)l=o. 
e-*O xEZ~ 
t~[t(e),T/e 2]
I f  we assume in addition that 
(4.2) 
lim sup [n;(x)-n;(y)l=O, (4.3) 
e--,O x,y~Z 
Ix-yf= l 
then (4.2) holds true for t(e) replaced by O. 
4.2. Lemma. Let Assumption (A) be satisfied. Given a piecewise continuous function 
u0: R--> [0, 1] with compact support, denote by ( u,) the solution to Burger's equation 
(2.1) with initial datum Uo. Define ( v,) by (3.2) and suppose that 
lim 
e--~O XE~ 2 
te[T1/E2,T2/e ]
7q;([x/e]) P Vo(X) foreachxeffL 
Then for all r e N and 0< T~< T2 <oe, 
t 
sup nt'r(x) - I-I u~2t(exk)l)e2t(exk) 
k=l  
where x k denotes the k-th component of x. 
(4.4) 
=0, (4.5) 
Before proving these lemmas, we show how to derive Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 
2.3 under Assumption (A) from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, respectively. As in 
Section 3, let ~r~(y-x) denote the transition probability function of the rescaled 
£ 2 '~£ random walk (ez,/~). Recall that =log(l+2e). We begin with the following 
statement. 
4.3. Lemma. Let Assumption (A) be satisfied and suppose that the chaos hypothesis 
(2.5) holds true. Then 
rlt~/~2([x/e])-O~(x) & 0 uniformly in (t, x) e [0, T]xR 
for each T> 0, where 
O~(x) := exp{-y ~ 
and 
}-', m;(y)} 
y~[x/e] 
O~(x):= Y, ~(y-x~)O~(y) ,  x~: = e[x/e]. 
y~eZ 
(4.6) 
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Proof. The chaos hypothesis (2.5) and Assumption (A) together imply the law of 
large numbers 
e ~, [~(y)-m~(y)]e--~O foreachx~R.  
y<~[x/e] 
This yields (4.6) for t = 0 and each x e R. Taking into account he inequalities 
] )  - r~f([yl e ])l-< 21x-yl + 2e, 
(4.7) 
I O f (x ) -  O~)(y)l <-- 2Ix-y] + 2e, 
and Assumption CA), we find that the convergence is uniform in x. Using (3.13) 
and (3.14), we conclude from this that the convergence in (4.6) holds pointwise for 
all t~>O and x~R. 
We next claim that the convergence is uniform in t ~ [0, T] for x ~ R. This follows 
from the observation that the derivation of (3.18) works also in the situation 
considered here and that a corresponding estimate holds for O~. To derive the latter, 
we apply the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and (4.7) in order to obtain 
l Y~Tr~(y-z)cr~(z-x~)[O~(y)-O~(z)] I 
Y 
<~2 Y~ rr,(z-x ~) E ~.~,(y-z)[ly-zl+e] 
z~eZ y~eZ 
= 2 Y'. lyirr~,(y)+2e. 
yeeZ 
Combining this with Proposition A.3, we arrive at the desired estimate: 
Io;+h(x)-Or(x)l<-2[(1 + e)h + h2] '/2 + 2e. 
It remains to derive the uniform convergence of (4.6) in (t, x )e  [0, T] x R from 
the convergence uniform in t e [0, T] and pointwise in x e R. This is not hard to 
do, if one takes into account he following facts. The process 77 ~(x) and the function 
O~(x) are monotone in x. The inequalities (4.7) are satisfied also for r/~ and O~ 
instead of rl~ and Of, respectively. Moreover, it follows from Assumption (A) that 
O~(-oo) = Of(x) = 1 for x ~< -K0 and t >t 0 and O~(+oo) = Of(x) for x t> Ko and t/> 0. 
Hence, using the second part of Proposition A.3, we find that 
sup asx -~±~ 
t~[0, T] 
uniformly in e ~ (0, 1). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 under Assumption (A). Let Assumption (A) and (2.5) be 
E,r 8,r satisfied. Remembering the definitions of the correlation functions mr and n, , we 
conclude from Lemma 4.3 that 
lim sup [n~'r(x)-m~'r(x)(-I O~2t(eXk)[ =0. (4.8) 
e-~O x~Z~ k=l  
t~[O,T/e 2] 
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This allows us to translate our statements for m "'~ into statements for n E'r and vice 
versa and therefore to derive Theorem 2.2 under Assumption (A) from Lemma 
4.1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.3 under Assumption (A). Let the suppositions of Theorem 2.3 
and Assumption (A) be satisfied• Then we can apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain (4.6) 
and, consequently, (4.8) with #~(x) replaced by v~(x). Combining this with Lemma 
4.2, we arrive at the assertion of Theorem 2.3. [] 
Given r ~ [~, denote by p~,r the generator of the Markov process on Z r consisting 
of r independent random walks with transition probabilities p~(y-x ) .  Let Q"r 
denote the generator of the associated exclusion dynamics on 7/r which is obtained 
from P"r by suppressing all jumps from Z~ to zr \ z~.  Note that this exclusion 
process "prefers" jumps to the right. Let (p~,r) and (Q~'~) be the semigroups 
generated by pe, r and Q"~, respectively. Sometimes we will write P~ and P~ instead 
of p,,1 and P~'], respectively. 
The next lemma is fundamental for the proof of the Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. It shows 
that the "BBGKY hierarchy" for (sr~) decouples and the evolution equation for 
the r-th correlation function nt'r(x) is governed by the generator Qe, r of the 
r-dimensional weakly asymmetric exclusion process. 
4.4. Lemma. Let Assumption (A ) be satisfied. Then we have 
E~r £,r  n~"(x) = Q, no (x) 
and 
e, r  - e,r  r t~'~(x)=P, no (x),  ( t ,x )eR+xZ~, ,  
for  all e > 0 and r ~ [~. 
In the terminology of Liggett [9], the first assertion means that the restriction of 
the exclusion process (¢~) to finite particle configurations i  dual to the "spatially 
reversed" process (having generator Q~,r) with respect o the function 
r fI He'r(~;x) := H rlE(Xk)~(Xk) = 
k=l  k=l  
n*(Xk- -1 ) - -~(Xk)  
2E 
(4.9) 
r e N, ;~ ~ ~?, x = (xl , . • .  , X r )  ~- Z r #,  where 
Be(x):=exp{-y~ ~'(y)} and ~,, :={sr~D:Y,~'(x)<~}. 
y~x 
Let Z~ denote the subset of Z~, consisting of points (x l , . . . ,  Xr) with xl < x2 < 
• • " < xr. The operator Qe'r acts on bounded functions f :  Z ~ --> R, and for x ¢ Z ~ we 
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have 
Q%r(x)= ~ ½{~,,~_,,,,,~_,a;f(x)+~,,~+,~,,~+,(l+2e)ALf(x)}. (4.10) 
k = l  
Here ~a denotes the indicator function of A, 
A~f(x):=f(Xl,. . . ,Xk + 1,. . . ,X, .)- - f(x, , . . . ,Xk,. . . ,Xr) (4.11) 
and, by convention, Xo := -oo and X~+l := +oo. If r = 1, then we will write A ± instead 
of A~. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We must only prove the first assertion. The second is immediate 
from the first, since Q~,I = p~ and P~" = P~ ® • • • ® P~. We will sometimes suppress 
the superscripts e and r in our notation. Since n,(x) = EH(~; x) and 
dH(~,; x) = GH(~,; x) d t + d(martingale), 
it suffices to check that GH = QH on O/x Z~. Indeed, this yields 
d 
r m - -  dt nt Qnt onZ,,  
from which the assertion of our lemma is immediate. (Here and in the following G 
and Q are supposed to act on the first and second variable of H, respectively.) 
Because of symmetry, it will be enough to verify that 
G~He'r(~;x)=Q~'rH~'r(~;x) for (~, x) e O/xZ~.  (4.12) 
Observe that, as a result of a nearest neighbor jump, ~(x)= exp{-y" ~r ,~ ~(Y)} 
changes its value only if a particle at site x jumps to x + 1 or a particle at site x + 1 
jumps to x. From this we conclude that the generator G has the following property: 
Let f g:12/--> R be bounded measurable functions depending on ~ ~ g2/ only via the 
values of Tl(x ) on sites x belonging to finite subsets Af and A e of Z, respectively. Then 
we have the product formula 
G[f. g]=f.  Gg+g" Gf on12/, provided that AfnAg=~. (4.13) 
We further know from (3.5) that 
Gin(x).  rl(x)]= 2rl(x)G[rl(x)] 
+ (2e)2½{H(~; x)A-H(~;  x + 1) 
+(1 + 2e)(A+H(~; x))H(~; x + 1)}. (4.14) 
We are now going to prove (4.12) by induction with respect o r. Because of the 
linearity of H ~'1 in 17 (cf. (4.9)), it is clear from (3.5) and (4.10) that (4.12) holds 
for r = 1. Suppose that (4.12) is valid for 1 , . . . ,  r. Then, applying the second part 
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of the definition (4.9), (4.13), (4.14), and (4.10), we obtain for ~ ~ 12/and Xl < x2 < 
* ' "  ~ Xr+l: 
GH(~; x l , . . . ,  X,÷l) = [ GB(~; Xl , . . . ,  Xr)]H(~'; xr+l) 
+ H(~'; x l , . . . ,  x,)GH(~; x,+l) 
- ~x,+,=x,+l(2e)-2H(~; x l , . . . ,  Xr-1) 
X {G[172(Xr)]-217(Xr)G[~(Xr)]} 
= [OH(c ;  X l , . . . ,  Xr)]H(~"; Xr+l) 
+ H(~'; x , , . . . ,  x,)QH(~; Xr+,) 
~ 1 -- + 
Xr+t=xr+ l~[a  r+l "ll- (1 "4- 2e)a  r ]H(~"; x l , . . .  , Xr+l) 
=QS(~;xl , . . . ,Xr+l) .  
This is equation (4.12) for r+ 1 instead of r. [] 
Combining Lemma 4.4 with the fact that the semigroups (Pt 'r) and (Q~") are 
"macroscopically close to each other" (Proposition A.6), we arrive at the next lemma. 
4.5. Lemma. Let Assumption ( A ) be satisfied. 
( a ) For every r ~ N and all e ~ (0, 1)" 
e,r e,r .31_ esrl \ [n t" -nt ' r ] (x )=P,  [no - -~'r](x)  gt (x), 
(t, x) ~ [0, ~)  xg~,, where g~"(x) is a function satisfying 
I g : " (x ) l  << - C~)(1 + t) -1/2 log(1 + t), 
(t, x) ~ [0, T/ e 2] x z r, ,for every T> O. Thereby C~. ) denotes a constant which depends 
on r and T but not on e, t, or x. 
(b) Suppose in addition that (4.3) is fulfilled. Then, for every r ~ N and all e ~ (0, 1), 
e,r e,r e,r [nt'r-n?'r](x)=Q, [n o -~" ] (x )+h,  (x), 
( t ,x )~[0 ,~)X  r ,  7_~, where h~'r(x) is a function satisfying 
lim sup IhT"'(x)l=O 
e-~O x~Z,~ 
t~[O,T/e  2] 
for all r ~ N and T > O. 
We are now ready to complete the proofs of our main lemmas. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. The first part of the assertion follows from Lemma 4.5(a). The 
second part is a consequence of Lemma 4.5(b). [] 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. According to Lemma 4.4 and Proposition A.6, the assertion 
will follow, if we prove that 
I ~,r £sr sup P ,  no (x ) -  
x~Z~ 
t~[T l /e2 ,T2 /e  2] 
[I u~2,(exk)v~t(exk)[ = O. 
k=l  
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Since 
g 
Pt no (x)=E II Pt~o(xk), 
k=l  
it suffices to check that 
P,~/:~([x/e]) P--~ u,(x)vt(x) 
But 
uniformlyin(t,x)~[T~, T2]x R. (4.15) 
Pt~/:~([x/e])= Y, 7r~(y-x~)rl~(y/e)~(y/e), 
y~eZ 
P ---, u,(x)v,(x) uniformly in (t,x)~[T1, T2]xR. (4.16) 
As in Section 3, assumption (4.4) and Assumption (A) together imply that 
(Xg, 7r*(. -X)Vo(" )) P--~ j 7r*t (y-x)uo(y)vo(y) dy (4.17) 
for all (t, x). By definition, 
v,(x) = I ~*(y-x)vo(y) dy. 
Since (O/ax)v,(x) = -2ut(x)v,(x), we conclude that the integral on the right of (4.17) 
coincides with ut(x)vt(x). This proves the pointwise convergence in (4.16). The 
convergence is uniform, since the family of functions 
{¢r*('-X)Vo('); (t,x)~[T,, T2] xR} 
is relatively compact in C([-Ko, Ko]). (Ko is taken from Assumption (A)). [] 
lim sup 
e~0 x~Z 
t~[O,T/e 2] 
for each T> O, where 
q~(x) := exp{-y  ~ 
The following statement will be used in the next section. 
4.6. Lemma. Let Assumption (A) and the chaos hypothesis (2.5) be satisfied. Then 
m:(x) P:(m___~- q:_2(x) I =0 
I 
E E P, qo(X) I 
Y'. m~(y)}, xeZ.  
y~x 
- (xg , ,  - X )Vo("  )) 
where x ~ := e[x/e]. According to Proposition A.4(a), e-a~7(y-x ~) converges to 
7r*(y-x) as e~0 uniformly in (t,x,y)e[T~,Tz]xRx(eZ), where ¢r*(y-x) 
denotes the transition probability density of the diffusion with generator ½(dZ/dx 2) + 
d/dx. Notice that the convergence rt;([x/e]) ~ vo(x) (assumption (4.4)) is actually 
uniform in x e R. Thus, in order to prove (4.15), we must only show that 
e Z ~r*(y-X)Vo(y)~(y/e) 
y~Z 
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Proof. According to Lemma 4.4 and (3.13), 
[~(x)~7~(x) P~F~(x)Tq~(x) 
Erl~(x) P~E~l~(x) 
, x~g.  
The assertion follows from this by an application of Lemma 4.3 and the remark 
that q~(x)= O~(ex). [] 
4.7. Remark. Using Proposition A.4, one can derive from Lemma 4.6 the following 
supplement to Theorem 2.2: 
For K > 0 and 0 < T1 < T2 < oo we have 
lim sup [m:(x)-u~2t(ex)l =O , 
e~O x~[ -K /e ,K /e ]c~Z 
tE[ TI/ E2,T2/ f 2] 
where (u?) is the solution of Burger's equation (2.1) with initial datum u~(x):= 
m~([x/e]). 
5. Remotion of Assumption (A) 
Recall that (~)  is the weakly asymmetric exclusion process with generator G ~. 
Given L>0,  denote by (~t'-) and (~'+) the exclusion processes with the same 
generator and initial configurations 
ff~'-(x):={ ~(x)  for Ixl< L/e" 
0 Ixl> L/e, 
and 
~'+(x):={ ~g(x) for Ix]<~L/e" 
1 Ixl> L/e, 
respectively. Define 
E:,+ ~'+(x) := 1 - ~, (x). 
To make the notation not too heavy, we do not indicate explicitly the dependence 
of ¢, (x), ¢~'+(x) etc. on L. 
Both (¢~'-) and (~'+) are weakly asymmetric simple exclusion processes satisfying 
Assumption (A). Hence the Theorems 2.1-2.3 are applicable to these processes. 
(Notice that, in distinction to (¢~'-), the process (~'+) "prefers" jumps to the right; 
cf. also Remark 3.2.) 
There exists a basic coupling of the processes (~, ) ,  (~,), and (~'+) such that 
almost surely 
~', (x) -~ ~', (x) ~< sr~'+(x) for all t and x. (5.1) 
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Roughly speaking, the coupling rule is that two or three of the above processes 
move together whenever they can. (Cf. e.g. Liggett [9, Chapter 8.2] for the basic 
coupling of two such processes.) 
We are now going to show how to remove Assumption ( A ) in the proof of Theorem 
2.1. To this end, we suppose that X~ P-~ Uo(X) dx in d~+, where Uo is an arbitrary 
piecewise continuous density taking values in [0, 1]. Let (X~ '+) denote the measure- 
valued process associated with (~'±). From Theorem 2.1 under Assumption (A) we 
know that 
X7 "± ~ u~(x) dx in St+ uniformly in t e [0, T] (5.2) 
for each T>0,  where (u~-) and (u~ +) are, respectively, the solutions to Burger's 
equation (2.1) with initial datum 
Uo(X) Ixl <~ L, 
Uo(X):= 0 for Ixl> L, 
and 
for 
Ixl L, 
Ixl> t. 
Inequality (5.1) implies that 
y £,÷ X?-<~X~. . ,  . 
The assertion 
(5.3) 
X~ ~ u,(x) dx in d~+ uniformly in t s [0, T] 
now follows from (5.2), (5.3), and the second part of the following lemma. 
5.1. Lemma. Let D denote the set of discontinuities of Uo. Then 
u:~(x)-~ u,(x) as L-->oo 
uniformly in ( t, x) on each compact subset of (R+ x R)\({0} × D). In particular, 
luT(x)-u,(x)ldx-,O asL~oo 
K 
uniformly in t e [0, T] for all positive K and T. 
(5.4) 
Proof. Since (ut) is a solution of Burger's equation (2.1) with initial datum Uo, it 
satisfies the evolution equation 
ut=Ttuo + dsT~_s [us(l-us)], t>~O, 
where (Tt) denotes the semigroup of one-dimensional Brownian motion. For each 
s > O, the operator Ts(8/~x) can be extended to a bounded linear operator Bs on 
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the space of bounded measurable functions on R furnished with the sup-norm. The 
operators Bs are given by 
Bsf(x)=(2rrs)-l/2f~Y-XexP{s (Y2;)2} f (y)dy'  (5.5) 
and have the norm 
I In ,  ll = const  • s -1/2. 
Therefore 
Io ut = T, uo+ ds Bt -s [Us(1  - us)], t i> 0. (5.6) 
Applying a generalized version of Gronwalrs inequality (see e.g. Amann[1, Lemma 
2.3]), we see that (ut) is the only bounded measurable solution of the last equation 
having initial datum u0. 
Using e.g. once more the basic coupling and (5.2), we find that the functions u ± 
+ 
are monotone in L. Hence there exist bounded measurable functions w- and w 
such that 
O~u-~(x)~w-~(x)<~w~(x)J,u+~(x)<~l as L 1' oo (5.7) 
for all (t, x)~ R+ x R. Since (u~-) and (ut +) are solutions of Burger's equation, they 
satisfy (5.6). Letting L--> oo and thereby taking into account (5.5), we conclude that 
- -  ~ .  • + w and w + solve (5.6) too. Since Wo= Uo Wo, this yields w~-= u, w, + for all t. 
Together with (5.7), this proves the pointwise convergence in (5.4). The desired 
uniformity of the convergence follows from Dini's theorem. [] 
Assumption (A) in Theorem 2.3 can be removed in the same manner as in Theorem 
2.1, since Theorem 2.3 is applicable to the correlation functions 
and 
r 
m~'"±(x) :=[- I-I #t'±(xk) 
k=l  
m~'r'-(x) <~ mt'r(x) <~ m~'r'+(x). (5.8) 
It remains to remove Assumption ( A ) in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Since the theorem 
is applicable to m ~'r:" instead of ~,r m  this can be done by using the estimate 
r 
Jm~'r'+(x)-m~'r(x)[ <~ ~ Imt'±(xk)-m~(xk)[, 
k=l  
inequality (5.8), and the next lemma. (In the above, m ~'+ := m~'l'±.) 
5.2. Lemma. Let the chaos hypothesis (2.5) be satisfied. Then 
l im l imsup sup [m~'+(x) - m~' - (x ) ]  = 0 
L-~oo e~O x~Zc~[_Kle,zK/e ] 
tE [O,T /e  ] 
for all positive K and T. 
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a'E, + Proof. Since Lemma 4.6 is applicable to the processes (K~'-) and (K , ) ,  the proof 
reduces to the verification of 
~(  ~,+-~,+ 
mo qo )(x) 
lim limsup sup e,,-~ , , (5.9) 
L--*oo e--*O IxI<_K/E r;q6'+tx) 
t<~ T~ e 2 
where 
q~'-(x):=exp{-y~  m~'-(y)}, 
y~X 
| 
£ , - -  £, -- [ 
Pt(mo qo )(x)l =0, 
Pt qo (x) 
O~,+(x):=exp _TE y, [1-mo' (y)] , 
y~x 
and (/5~) denotes the semigroup of the random walk on Z associated with the 
exclusion process (~'+) which "'prefers" jumps to the right (see also Remark 3.2). 
Comparing the Kolmogorov equations for the transition probability functions 
p~(y-x)  and/~(y -  x) associated with (P~) and (/5~), respectively, we find that 
~t(y)=e-~'~Yp~(y). 
Moreover, 
4;,+(y)= L , C,h (y)q~'-(y)(1 +0(1)), 
where C .  z denotes a positive constant depending on e and L but not on y, 
f e -~'L/~ fo ry<-L /e ,  
hE(y):= ~e ~r for ly[ <- L/ e, 
[e  ~`L/~ fory> L/e, 
and o(1) is a function which tends to zero as e-->0 uniformly in y. Hence 
,tmo qo ) _P t (x  mo qo ) 
tqo Pt(X qo ) t-o(11, 
where 
I, exp( -y  (y-L/e))  
fo ry< -L /e,  
for lyl <- L~ e, 
fory > L/e. 
(5.10) 
We further have 
e£ [ £ E ,+ £,-- \ E E,-- £~-- ,tX mo qo ) P,(mo qo ) 
£ £ £ ,~ P, (x qo ) P~q;'- 
P7 (~E qg,-) + [eT ( (1 - X ~ )qg'-)l 
E E £~-- P,(X qo ) 
-< e'L+:" P:£E + IP:(1 - x~)[ 
P~X ~ 
2 e 4L+2E~'~(-°°'-L/`) 
+ PT~(L/E.~) 
PT~t--L/~,L/E] 
(5.11) 
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where ~(y) :=X~(y)  for lyl> L/e and ~(y) := 0 otherwise. Using (5.10), (5.11), 
and the Propositions A.3 and A.4(a), we obtain for L > K, 
~g E,q" ~£,'+" ~ E,-- £ , -  
lirnsup sup P, (too qo_____~)(x)_ Pt (mo qo )(x) 
~E -- E,-t- P, qo (x) ~-.o Jxl~K/~ P, qo (x) ~ ~'- 
t<~ T /  e 2 
4 e 4L limsup sup [( ~ --1 Pt [-L/~.L/~](X)) --1] 
e~O ]x [~K/e  
t<~ T /e  2 
) ] 44 e 4L sup ~'*(y - x) dy - 1 . 
t~T  
One easily checks that the expression on the right tends to zero as L -  oo. This 
proves (5.9), and we are done. [] 
Appendix 
In this appendix we will collect some auxiliary material concerning the behavior 
of the ("spatially reversed") weakly asymmetric exclusion process and its transition 
probability function in the case of a (fixed) finite number of particles. 
The motion of a single (non-interacting) particle is given by a weakly asymmetric 
simple random walk (z~) on 7/. Its transition probability function p~(y-  x) satisfies 
the Kolmogorov equation (3.12). The Fourier transform 
iAy e /~t(A):=Ee Pt(Y), (t,A)~a+x(-'tr, 'tr], 
Y 
may be evaluated explicitly: 
/$~(A) = exp{t[ie sin A - (1 + e)(1-cos A)]}. 
Applying Parseval's identity, estimating the L2-norm 
(d2 /dA  2 ,,e )p, (0), we obtain the following result. 
(A.1) 
of /~, and computing 
A.1. Proposition. For all positive e and t, 
sup~ P t (Y )P ~ (Y - x) <~ ½t -1/2 
x y 
and 
~. y2p~(y) = (1 + e)t + e2t 2. 
Y 
The next statement will be used in the proof of the Propositions A.5 and A.6 below. 
A.2. Proposition. For each T > 0 there exists a constant C T > 0 such that 
Z ]pt(x 4- 1)-p~(x)J <~ Crt -1/2 
x 
for all positive e and t satisfying e2t <~ T. 
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Proof. We can rewrite the Cauchy problem (3.12) for p~(y) as an integral equation 
with respect o the transition probability function pO(y) of the symmetric random 
walk: 
Define 
p~(x)=p°(x)+e dsZp°_s(y-x)[p~(y-1)-p~(y)]. 
Y 
(A.2) 
where 
into account hat 
stdU (t--U)-l/2(u-s) -1/2 
AS a result, we obtain 
e~ e 1E l  t h, ~ft  + ds hl 
Jo 
f t  := t-~/2+~re and 1 e := 'rre 2. 
Hence an application of Gronwall's inequality ields 
z, e ~ ,,-~ -u 1 e e 1st dsf~ I~t ~ J t  ~ 
From this we conclude that 
h~ <~ CT t-l~2 
for e2t <~ T, where the constant CT depends on T only• [] 
As in the Sections 3 and 4, we denote by zr~(y-x) the transition probability 
e • function of the rescaled random walk (ezt/e2). 
The next proposition is immediate from Proposition A.1 and Chebychev's inequality. 
='11". 
e °~ e h, .-  ~ IPT(X + 1) -p ,  (x){. 
X 
Clearly 0~ < h7 ~< 2. Using (A.2), we conclude that 
Io ht <~h°~+e ds  o e e h,-shs. (A.3) 
Since p°,(x) is symmetric in x and decreasing for x>~O, we have h,°=2p~(0). 
Expressing p~(0) in terms of the Fourier transform, one easily checks that 
hO<~ t-l~ 2. 
We substitute this in (A.3), iterate the so-obtained inequality once, and thereby take 
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A.3. Proposition. For all positive e, t, and L, 
y2 cr~(y)= (l + e)t + t 2 
yee~'  
and 
2 7r~(Y)<~L-2[(l+e)t+t2] • 
jyl>1- 
Let 7r*(y-x)  be the transition probability density of the Gaussian diffusion 
with generator 
1 d 2 d 
(A.4) 
2 dx 2 dx" 
We need the following version of the Invariance Principle. 
A.4. Proposition. (a) For each to> 0, 
lim sup [e-17r~(y)-~*(y)[=O. 
e~O t~to ,y~e Z 
e 2 (b) As e ~0,  the random walk (ezt/~ ) converges to the Gaussian diffusion with 
generator (A.4) in the following sense: the finite dimensional distributions converge 
weakly provided that the initial distribution converges weakly. 
Proof. Using the inverse Fourier transform, we conclude from (A.1) that 
1 e-i"Y/~ exp [ie sin A - (1 + e) (1-cos  A)] dA e-17r~(Y) - 2,rr e -~ 
e_i.Yex p t isin A) ( l+e) l - cos (eA) ] /  
-2-~r j_~/~ -~- ] j  d;t. 
One easily checks that the expression on the right converges to 
1 
as e -~ 0 uniformly in t I> to and y e eZ for each to > O. This proves (a). Assertion (b) 
is a simple consequence of (a). [] 
The rest of this appendix is devoted to the proof of the fact that "in macroscopic 
space-time coordinates" the r-particle xclusion process is "close" to r independent 
random walks (Proposition A.6 below). We will use the definitions and notations 
introduced in Section 4. 
For r I> 2, we define 
:= := {2. ~tx,_xjl..o +'fllx,_xjl=l} ,
l~ i< j~r  
x = (Xl, • • •, xr) ~ ~,r. 
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A.5. Proposition. For each r >>- 2 and each T> 0 there exists a positive constant C~ ) 
such that 
sup Q~'r~b(r)(x) <~ C~)(1 + t) -'/2 
xeZ~ 
for all positive e and t satisfying e2 t <~ T. 
Proof. For convenience we will drop the superscripts e and r in e,r  Q~.r P~ , etc. We 
will use the identity 
Qt - Pt = I~ ds Qt_,( Q -  P)P~ 
and the decomposition of the generators Q and P into a symmetric and a totally 
asymmetric part: 
where 
and 
Q-P=(Q-P)sym+(Q-P)a~ym, 
r 
(Q-  P)symf(X)=-½ ~, {'fl~j=xk-lAkf(X)-t-~j=xk+,A~f(X)} 
k#j 
r 
(Q-P )asy~f (x )=-e  E ~xj=Xk+lAk+f(x)  
k#j 
for x ~ 7/~. The function ¢, is bounded and symmetric. It is positive definite in the 
sense that 
E ~(x , )~(x j )q , (x )~O 
Xi, Xj 
for 1 <~i<j <~ r and all functions a :Z-+ R with ~ Is (x)[ < oo and ~ a (x )= 0. As in 
Liggett [9, Chapter 8, Proposition 1.7], we conclude from this that 
o'dSQ,_s(Q-P)symPs~b<~O onZ~.  
Consequently, 
Io Qt~b<~Pfl/+ dsQ,-s(Q-P)asymPs~b 
Io =P,d/+e ~ dsQt_~p~ j onZ~,, (A.5) k#j 
where 
p ~s J (x )  ".= - - '~xj=xk-t - l [  Ps l ] l (X l ,  . . . , Xk - l ,  X j ,  Xk+l , . . .  , Xr) 
-ed , (x , ,  . . . , xk -1 ,  xk ,  xk+~,  . . . , x,)]. 
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Expressing P, in terms of the transition probability function p, (y -  x) and using the 
first part of Proposition A.1 and Proposition A.2, we obtain 
Pt~b(x) <~ 2r ( r -  1 ) sup ~ Pt(Y)Pt(Y - x) ~< r ( r -  1)t -1/2 
x 
Y 
and, for each T > 0, 
Ip, qx)l ~ r(r- 1)~x~=xk+~ ~ Ip,(yk - xj)--P,(Yk -- Xk)l 
Yk 
<~C]t-x/2L,j=xk+~ for e2t<~ T, 
where C] is a positive constant depending on T and r only. Substituting this in 
(A.5), we arrive at 
E f0 ] Q,0(x)~C2 t-1/2+e ds( t -s ) - l /2Q~O(x ) , (A.6) 
xe7_; ,  e2t<~ T, where the constant C2 depends on r and T only. We can now 
proceed similarly to the proof of Proposition A.2. We iterate the inequality (A.6) 
once and apply Gronwall's inequality. As a result, we get for 0,~(x) the upper 
bound C~)t -~/2, which proves our proposition. [] 
Denote by ~ '  the class of functions h '7 /~N admitting the following rep- 
resentation: 
There exist a probability space ( E, ~g, 1,) and a measurable function g : Z x E ~ R such 
that 
sup lg(x, 1 
x, ot 
and 
h(x)= f ~,(da) {-I g(x,, a), x=(x] , . . . , x , )~7/ ' .  (A.7) 
J E i=1 
Given 8 > O, let ~ be the subclass of functions h for which, in (A.7), 
sup Ig(x, a ) -g (y ,  o~)l~& (A.8) 
o~E 
Ix-yl=l 
Note that, for each e, the correlation functions no and no introduced in Section 
4 belong to ~r. 
A.6. Proposition. (a) For each r >-2 and each T> 0 there exists a positive constant 
C~ ) such that 
I(Q~"-P~")h(x)l<~ C~)(l + t)-l/Zlog(l + t), x~Z~,  (A.9) 
for all h e ~r, e e (0, 1), and all positive t satisfying e2t<~ T. 
(b) I f  h belongs to ~ for some 8 > O, then one can replace the expression on the 
right of (A.9) by 
C~ ) rain{8 + tl/282, (1 + t) -~/2 log(1 + t)}. 
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Proof. Let h belong to Wr. As in the proof of the preceding proposition, we get 
Io Io (Q,-P~)h= dsQt_~(Q-P)symPsh+ 
By definition, 
dsQ,_~(Q-P)asymPsh onZ; .  
(A.IO) 
(O-P)symPsh(x)=-½ ~ L,~=x~-,(a-i+ Af)P~h(x), 
k~j  
x ~ Z ~,. Using the representation (A.7), we find that 
Psh(x)= fJz v(da) i=l fl ps(x,, a), 
where 
(I re(x,, a) 
i=1 
i~k, j  
(A.11) 
ps(x, a ) := Y~ Ps(Y- x)g(y, a ). 
Y 
Clearly Igl ~ 1 implies Ipsl ~ 1. Because of Proposition A.2, we have, for every T> 0, 
los(x+ 1, a)-p~(x, a)[~ < Cr(1 +s) -1/2 for e2s<~ T, (A.12) 
where the constant Cr depends on T only. Because of this, we obtain 
I~ ~ ~ + ~7~, ,~,  = I f  ~ ~t~x~, ~ ~-  ~,~x,, ~ ~1 ~ 
I , /E  
<~ C~-( 1 + s)- '  
for all x~7/~ with xj = Xk- 1 and all e and s satisfying eZs<~ T. Substituting this in 
(A. 11), we arrive at 
[(Q-P)symPsh(x)l<~C2(l+s)-lO/(x), xeZ~,  e2s<~ T. (A.13) 
Similarly we get 
[(Q-P)asymP, h(x)l<~Cre(l+s)-l/2qj(x), xeZ'~,e2s<-T. (A.14) 
Substituting (All3) and (A.14) in (A.10) and applying Proposition A.5, we arrive 
at assertion (a). 
Assertion (b) may be proved in the same manner. The only distinction is that one 
must use the inequality 
Ips(x + 1, a ) -  ps(x, a)l~< 6 
following from (A.8) instead of (A.12). [] 
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Note added in proof 
The author was told by an anonymous referee that, besides the present paper 
and [4], two more papers on similar problems are in preparation, one by J. Fritz 
and the other by C. Kipnis, S. Olla and S.R.S. Varadhan. 
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